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MRM’s 77
Questions
One of our aims at MRM is the
desire to inspire and connect
the TCM profession. As part
of this dream, we developed
a set of 7 simple questions
to help us feature different
practitioners and influential
people in the field of TCM.

In this issue of MRM, we are pleased to feature
one of our very own. Dr. Weija Tan began
practicing acupuncture in 1975 in China's
countryside as a bare-foot Doctor. In 1983,
she qualified as a TCM physician at Nanjing
University of TCM, one of the top universities in
the field, and undertook a one-year residencytraining program for Chinese acupuncture at
the Suzhou Hospital of TCM. Before coming to

1. WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO PURSUE TCM?
At 17 years old, I was working in the countryside
during the Cultural Revolution and was sent to
study as a barefoot doctor. There were many
undeveloped TCM theories and techniques that
were being explored and I was inspired by how
the country doctors worked. When the regular
universities restarted I decided to pursue my
studies in TCM medical school.
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Canada, she worked as an assistant professor
and TCM physician in the Departments of
Acupuncture at the Nanjing University of TCM,
and the Jiangsu Provincial Hospital of TCM. In
1989, she began teaching in Canada, and was
clinical director and supervisor of a student clinic
in Vancouver, BC for many years. Currently,
Dr.Tan practices out of her private clinic.

2. WHO WAS YOUR GREATEST INFLUENCE
- PERSONALLY OR PROFESSIONALLY?
My Nei Jing teacher really guided me to study
hard. He was very wise and I really admired him
for his knowledge and calm manner. I learned that
you need to read and re-read the Classics, even
hundreds of times, to really begin to understand
them, and you need to apply the classic theories
in the context of the history in which they were
created. For example, in the Nei Jing, there are
7 chapters about the Wu Yun Liu Qi (Heavenly
Stems and Earthly Branches) but you need to
understand the original context of it’s use in the

calendar and it’s deep meaning before you can
apply it to the body. He taught me about using
the greater cosmic philosophies of Yin and Yang,
5 Elements, and how TCM incorporates their
concepts of universal energy and how it manifests
in the body.

3. WE UNDERSTAND THAT YOU HAVE
RECENTLY ACCEPTED A POSITION AS
CLINICAL FACILITATOR AT KWANTLEN
POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY’S NEW
PUBLICLY FUNDED TCM PROGRAM IN
VANCOUVER. HAVING TAUGHT TCM/
ACUPUNCTURE BOTH IN CHINA AND
CANADA, WHAT ADVANTAGES DO
YOU SEE IN SUCH A PROGRAM BEING
OFFERED AT A PUBLIC INSTITUTION?
Currently I have been contracted to establish the
Clinical Practicum component of the program at
Kwantlen Polytechnic University. KPU is going to
use the distributed model of clinical practice, which
entails students working within the established
TCM community. This is advantageous for the
student because they can explore different
practices and they can become more closely
familiar with how a functioning clinic works, helping
them in transitioning to their own business upon
graduation.

education in TCM which could include a joined
partnership with universities in China.

6. IN THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT
OF “EVIDENCE BASED” PRACTICES
REIGNING SUPREME, DO YOU THINK
THERE IS A WAY TO MAINTAIN THE
“TRADITIONAL” METHODS OF TCM
PRACTICE?
Evidence based practices have been happening
in TCM for thousands of years. Clinical results,
in my opinion, are evidence based. However,
how we merge with current society standards
of measurement, this is a challenge to all
practitioners. I believe that it is essential, in the
face of the modern practice, to keep the original
classic way of thinking in order to preserve the
traditional methods of TCM practice.

7. COMPLETE THIS SENTENCE: WHEN I
FIND THE TIME TO BE AWAY FROM MY
WORK I ...
Walk, hike, garden, and generally enjoy nature.
- Dr. Weija Tan, Dr. TCM

4. WHERE DO YOU SEE THE DIRECTION
OF TCM GOING IN THE NEXT 10 YEARS?
TCM will continue to grow in North America and it
will develop more clear directions on how to study
and research TCM.

5. FROM YOUR POINT OF VIEW, WHAT
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE HAPPEN IN
THE TCM PROFESSION IN CANADA THAT
IS HAPPENING IN OTHER PARTS OF THE
WORLD?
I would like to see more regulated practice in
Canada, by that I mean seeing more provinces
regulate their practitioners to ensure that TCM
becomes an official professional career in Canada.
I would also like to see a higher level of standardized
Fall 2016 - MRM 5

The Art of
Needling
Sensation
Gauging the efficacy of manipulation techniques

Justin Phillips, LAc., MSTCM, CMQ
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Most practitioners
of Traditional
Chinese Medicine
would agree that
acupuncture
extends far beyond
the simple act of
inserting a needle
into a specific
tissue.
The manipulation of the needle that takes place
during, and especially after the insertion is where
much of the art exists. Even texts as early as the
Nei Jing talk about Deqi, and the importance of the
needling sensation. With modern research pointing
to manipulation creating not only an energetic effect,
but a physiological one as well via the piezoelectric
nature of fascia among other factors, these
techniques gain even clearer importance.

in fact in a total state of chaos, and simply in the
habit of ignoring the physical signs of disharmony.
My most common experience with this in the realm
of digestion, where a patient that claims they are
'fine' will then admit to gas, bloating, and irregular
bowel movements. In a world of such disconnection
how powerful is it to be guided to the very physical
experience of being needled?
Knowing that needle sensation can have value in
both our clinical assessment and in the patient’s own
awareness of their body, how do we then generate
that sensation? It is a simple enough matter to
generate sensation local to the needle. After all,
we have pushed a needle through tissue and that
simple act will often generate sensations. A solid
grasp of basic manipulation techniques can then
elicit stronger sensations at the local area should
such an effect be desired. Techniques such as lifting
and thrusting or twirling are the common tools of any
needle therapist.

Often a broader sensation
is desired, a globalization
of sensation where the
sensation may travel to an
afflicted area, or even away
from that area.

How then do we gauge the efficacy of our manipulation
techniques?

The simplest method is via patient sensation.
Though several studies have shown that Deqi is
not absolutely necessary for successful clinical
outcome (Lewith), the patient’s report of experience
remains a critical part of the treatment session. This
is important for several reasons. First, of course, is
our ability to connect to the patient’s relative level of
sensation and comfort, but beyond this, the practice
of guiding a patient to feel the needle sensations can
often connect a person back to physical experiences
with which they had long lost touch.
I am sure many of us have the experience of asking
a patient about an aspect of their health, only to be
told they are 'doing alright'. Upon further questioning
we discover that they are far from alright, they are

PHOTO: Laura Breeden
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At this point the manipulation becomes more
challenging. One of the challenges that must be
overcome is existence of the joints. It has been shown
that needle sensation does not traverse joints as well
as it does tissue in a single area of a limb.

This is one of the reasons
why many powerful
acupuncture cavities are at
joints, because they have
the ability to affect both
directions outward from the
joint.
However there are plenty of instances where the
clinician will want to select a point that isn't in a joint
for any number of reasons, but will still want to create
a connected experience across a joint.

Certainly additional needles can be used in order to
connect different areas of the body.
I like to keep my needle numbers to a minimum.

One of our greatest foes
in bringing our patients
to a balanced state is the

sympathetic nervous system
(especially in these days of
ever increasing stress) and
each needle inserted is a
potential challenge to that
nervous system.
Instead of inserting additional needles, there are
other methods that can be equally effective. Channel
tapping or rubbing, or acupressure can both be
effective methods to stimulate the channel Qi to
respond at points beyond the local needle insertion.
These practices can be repeated as necessary at
each joint the clinician desires to bridge.

A large part of this practice is about being mindful
of the supporting hand. It is far too easy to use the
dominant hand and simply let the other hand rest or
hang, but both hands can play an active and powerful
role in treatment. In the practice of Taiji Sword, it is
taught that in order to extend energy one way into
the sword it must be balanced by extending it in
the other with the fingers and this is no less true in
needle therapy. The supporting hand can be used to
press and guide the Qi as the dominant hand directly
manipulates the needle. This will create a circuit of
sensation that is much easier for the patient to detect.
These methods of brushing and pressing can not only
strengthen Qi response, but may also be diagnostic

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Justin Phillips
LAc., MSTCM, CMQ

Justin Phillips began his journey into Traditional Chinese Medicine at the age
of ten when he started studying taiji and qigong with his father. His interest and
study only grew from there. He received a Masters of Science in Traditional
Chinese Medicine from the American College of Traditional Chinese Medicine,
as well as a certification in Medical Qigong from the Healing Tao Institute,
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Education. Justin is Faculty at AOMA, School of Integrative Medicine in Austin,
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in that the savvy clinician can feel changes occurring
at points and along channels during the treatment.
This will allow for the continual adjustment of needle
technique based on the patient's ongoing physical
response.

Moxa can also be a helpful tool for helping bring
sensation and awareness to an area.

This can be especially true when a patient is having
limited or even no sensation even at the local area
of needling. A lack of sensation in a patient might be
an issue of general Qi deficiency. In such a case,
either tonification needling, or even better, tonifying
moxa can be used at Zu San Li (St 36) in order to
strengthen the patient's Qi for treatment.

By making sure that the
patient's Qi is full and
ready for treatment, and
by careful application of a
two handed technique, it is
possible to help almost all
patients experience a strong
needle sensation and a deep
connection to both their
body and the treatment.
- Justin Phillips

Lewith G, Prescott P, White P; Does needling
sensation (de qi) affect treatment outcome in
pain? Analysis of data from a larger single-blind,
randomized controlled trial; Acupunct Med 2010;
28; 120-125.
Yang Xing-Yue, et al.; Characterization of
Deqi Sensation and Acupuncture Effect; Evidence-Based Complementary and Alternative
Medicine, Volume 2013
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Daniel Schulman Dipl.Ac. (NCCAOM), R.Ac. (PEI)

The Coming
Darkness
Seasonal Affective Disorder and TCM

As we transition from Fall through
to Winter, the trees lose their
leaves, migratory birds head south,
insects head underground and
winter residents grow thicker coats
- all different strategies for dealing
with the dangers and scarcities of
winter and the challenge of getting
to ‘the other side’.
10 MRM - Fall 2016

Here in the Northern hemisphere, we are now
on that slow slide towards late December and
the shortest span of daylight in the diurnal
cycle. For most of us, this means by early to
mid-November, waking, getting up and getting
out the door in darkness and returning home at
the ‘end of the day’ also in darkness. It can be
a very difficult time. It often goes hand in hand
with a darkening of our mood, a felt contraction
in our emotional lives, even for some a sense of
foreboding, like we are literally on the dark side
of the moon, out of contact with mission control
and feeling unclear if we will make it back around
to the other side.

Consistent with our collective cultural drive to
pathologize more and more, this experience has
come to be known as ‘Seasonal Affective Disorder’
or ‘SAD’. Although not considered a fully ‘separate
disorder’, it is formally recognized by modern
medicine and modern psychiatry. And mainstream
‘treatment’ for the most part involves ‘light therapy’
with or without anti-depressant medication, the
‘cause’ being considered to be either a lack of light or
an ‘issue’ with serotonin uptake or some combination
of both.
Chinese Medicine offers a very different perspective; a grand cosmological context in which we humans are intimately embedded within the Universe,
our Galaxy, our Solar System and within and on our
particular planet, Earth. The cycles and patterns
operating at all levels in that system are the very
matrix in which we find ourselves.

Our health reflects the
degree to which we are
either aligning with or
resisting against the
patterns and cycles within
which we live.
The notion (and all it’s implications) that we humans
live our lives positioned between ‘Heaven’ and ‘Earth’
is central to Chinese Medicine. Our task (should we
choose to accept it) is to live lives aligned with that
essential context.
Chinese Medicine is based upon a cosmology fully
cognizant of the vast formlessness that gave rise to
the Universe. In every moment, this formlessness
remains a large part of the Universe. It is the ultimate
Source where images that become the myriad of
things, are generated. As these images translate
from the heavenly to the earthly realm, they go
through intermediate stages of weather patterns,
seasonal cycles and ultimately express materially
on earth as ‘the ten thousand’ things (including
us and our bodies). The entire Universe is, in its
very essence, understood to be one vast dynamic
breathing mechanism of expansion and contraction,
a cosmic bellows. We are but ever-so small alveoli
within that mechanism.

Attuning ourselves
seamlessly to this grand
process is the art and
science of living life.
This includes resonating with the qualities and
characteristics of each season; fall, winter, spring
and summer. Because we humans are endowed
with a particularly high level capacity to exert our
will, even a will to powerfully resist, deny or ignore
what is going on around and within us, there is
no guarantee we will lead such aligned lives. We
must make it so through our intentions, efforts and
undertakings - our chosen rhythms of work, play, rest,
pleasure, nourishment, exercise, contemplation,
and intellectual activity.

As we transition from Fall through to Winter, the
trees lose their leaves, migratory birds head south,
insects head underground and winter residents grow
thicker coats - all different strategies for dealing
with the dangers and scarcities of winter and the
challenge of getting to ‘the other side’. It is a time for
us to resonate with this phase of the annual cycle of
seasons; not by denying, avoiding or opposing it, but
by embracing it fully.

This time of shortening
days and lengthening
nights is a time to become
more contemplative, more
meditative, and more
reflective.
It is a time to keep the lights off, to sleep more, to
meditate, to replace light summer fiction with books
more dense with meaning and insight, even sacred
texts or classics of poetry. It is a time to embrace all of
the winter preparations we must undertake, whether
they be food preservation and storage, stocking
of firewood, preparing our homes and yards and
vehicles for the vicissitudes that are most surely on
their way. It is a time to shift away from light summer
salads and tropical fruits towards soups, stews,
denser root vegetables and well-cooked food. It is a
time to be with the darkness, to go into it fearlessly
Fall 2016 - MRM 11

and to trust fully in the reliable cycle that will have
more light returning in only a matter of weeks to
months.

In Chinese Medicine, a major source of illness
and pain is our self-inflicted obstruction to our fullhearted unfolding, our resistance to full alignment
with our lives at the deepest levels, with our true
nature, and with the grand breathing mechanisms
of the earth upon which, and the heavens under
which, we find ourselves. The illnesses and pains in
our lives are in direct relationship to how much we
are standing in our own way. Healing and the higher
calling of medicine is not so much about ‘fixing
things’ as it is about getting what is in the way out
of the way so we are fully available to find our place
in, and resonate with, the cosmic breath. The most
important response for us to undertake towards the
enfolding darkness of this time of year is not to be
in resistance or avoidance but to be fully in and with
the darkness and the coming winter.
- Daniel Schulman
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Medicine and
The Changes have
the Same Source
The Relationship of Yì Jīng and Medicine
Lorraine Wilcox, L.Ac.

In the past, scholar-physicians
studied broadly, including the

classics of history and philosophy
in their curriculum. One particular
book that captured the attention

of many doctors was the Yī Jīng
(Change Classic).

This article briefly explores the
relationship of Yī Jīng with
medicine.

WHAT IS YÌ JĪNG?

Yī Jīng has many layers to it. It includes eight
diagrams of three lines each, called trigrams,
and sixty-four diagrams of six lines each. These
hexagrams can also be viewed as a stack of two
trigrams. Whether trigrams or hexagrams, there
are two types of lines: yīn lines and yáng lines. The
earliest layers of the text consist of sentences for
each line of each hexagram, as well as a sentence
for the hexagram as a whole. The authors are
unknown, but traditionally it was said to have been
written by the founders of the Zhōu Dynasty. Up to
this point, we call it the Zhōu Yì (Changes of the
Zhōu Dynasty). Ten commentaries on the Zhōu Yì
are attributed to Confucius. When these are added
in, the whole package is called the Yī Jīng. Since
abundant information on the Yī Jīng can be found
Fall 2016 - MRM 13

in books and on the Internet, I will not provide more
details here.

In the West, people have often heard of divination
using the Yī Jīng, but that is its least important aspect,
especially in regard to medicine. I would like to focus
on Change Theory. In Chinese, 易學 yì xué means
Change Studies or Change Theory. This refers to the
study of the principles that can be crystalized from
the Yì Jīng. A full discussion of Change Theory goes
beyond the scope of this essay, but the principles
include tài jí theory (each unit possesses its own
tài jí), the concepts of yīn-yáng, the three powers
(heaven, earth, and humans), correspondences
of the eight trigrams, pre- and post-heaven states,
image (things with similar images resonate with each
other; things project images from their interior onto
their exterior), number (calculation arts), change
(constant but predictable), and flexibility. All of these
have some level of application in medicine.

A HISTORY OF YÌ JĪNG’S RELATIONSHIP
WITH MEDICINE
The ancient medical classics, such as Huáng Dì
Nèi Jīng (Yellow Emperor’s Inner Classic), Nán
Jīng (Classic of Difficulties), Shāng Hán Lùn
(Discussion of Cold Damage), or Jīn Guì Yào Lüè
(Outline of Essentials from the Golden Cabinet)
did not specifically mention Yī Jīng¹, although the
information in both types of books relies on the same
principles.

Later, doctors began to mention that Yī Jīng was
important to study, but they still did not specifically
discuss it as a part of the medicine. For instance,
Huángfǔ Mì (Jìn dynasty, 3rd century) quoted from
Xì Cí Zhuàn in his preface to Zhēn Jiǔ Jiǎ Yǐ Jīng
(Systematic Classic of Acupuncture-Moxibustion),
but he did not mention Yī Jīng in the text of his
book. Sūn Sīmiǎo (Táng, 7th century) wrote that to
become a Great Physician, a student of medicine
needs to study a long list of books that includes Yī
Jīng. However, Sūn did not use specific Yī Jīng
terminology in his Qiān Jīn Fāng (Prescriptions
Worth a Thousand Pieces of Gold) and Qiān Jīn
¹ There are a few minor overlaps: a couple of sentences from
Xì Cí Zhuàn (Appended Sentences Commentary, one of the
commentaries on the Yì Jīng attributed to Confucius) are
included in Sù Wèn (Elementary Questions), and the word
kūn (the name of one of the eight trigrams) is used once in
Chapter 66 of Sù Wèn.
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Yì Fāng (Supplement to Prescriptions Worth a
Thousand Pieces of Gold).

Then there was a period of time when doctors
frequently incorporated the technical terminology
of Yī Jīng into their discussions. It was used in a
natural way as if it needed no explanation, and no
explanation was given. For example, doctors would
call the spleen ‘kūn earth,’ or describe disharmony
between the heart and kidneys as Hexagram 64 Wèi
Jì (Not Yet Complete). They compared the kidneys to
the trigram kǎn with mìng mén (life gate) as the yáng
line in the middle. Doctors who discussed medicine
in this way include all of the Four Great Masters of the
Jīn-Yuán Dynasties². The trend continued into the
Míng (1368-1644) and Qīng (1644-1911) dynasties
with doctors like Zhāng Jièbīn, Zhào Xiànkě, and Yè
Tiānshì.
Here is an example from Yī Guàn (Being WellVersed in Medicine) by Zhào Xiànkě (early Qīng
Dynasty):

君子觀於坎，而知腎中具有水
火之道焉。夫一陽居於二陰為
坎，此人生與天地相似也。趙
獻可《醫貫·八味丸說》
The superior person
observes kǎn and realizes
that the kidneys possess
the dào of water and fire
inside them. One yáng line
positioned within two yīn
lines becomes kǎn. This
is human life resembling
heaven and earth.
² The Four Great Masters of the Jīn-Yuán dynasty were 劉完
素 Liú Wánsù, 李東垣 Lǐ Dōngyuán, 張子和 Zhāng Zǐhé, and
朱丹溪 Zhū Dānxī. These doctors had tremendous influence
on the medicine that came afterwards. They revolutionized
the theories of the medical classics. Whether they were
villains or heroes is still debated.

This passage connects kidney yáng or mìng mén
(life gate) with the one yáng line in the middle of the
trigram kǎn (
) and the two yīn lines surrounding
it with the physical kidneys or kidney yīn. The last
sentence in this quotation essentially says that the
trigram kǎn resonates with many things out in the
universe, but we also have something resonant with
kǎn inside our bodies – the kidneys.
However, things seemed to change during the Míng
dynasty. At this point, doctors started writing essays
about the relationship of Yī Jīng with medicine, as
if they needed to justify the connection. It seems
that other doctors must have denied the relationship
between Change Theory and medicine; otherwise,
there would have been no need to write essays
rationalizing it. In fact, Zhāng Jièbīn wrote in his
famous essay called Medicine and the Changes that
in the past he was skeptical about the connection
between the two, but as he grew older, he came to
see how important it was. Sūn Yīkuí was another
Míng dynasty doctor who wrote this type of essay.
In addition, doctors such as these discussed whether
medicine was a small dào or a great dào. In other
words, are doctors just technicians with manual skills
in a profession unworthy of true scholars, or was
medicine something larger? If you see heaven and
earth as the big tài jí and the human body as a small
tài jí, understanding the small tài jí can be a key to
understanding the universe and vice versa. This is
completely within the realm of Change Theory.

My conclusion is that
doctors who favored
Change Theory felt they
were under attack and
become self-conscious about
their practice, so they wrote
essays to explain ideas that
were previously taken for
granted.

What would you like to see featured?
Send us an email, or connect with us on
Facebook and Twitter to let us know!

During the Qīng dynasty and on into the present,
many doctors tried to integrate Western and Chinese
medicine, and wipe it clean from ‘superstition.’
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These doctors eliminated talk about Change Theory
and the dào from their writings.

Some doctors who still thought Yī Jīng was important
adapted it to Western-style thought. These doctors
attempted to make Change concepts more firm and
solid (which goes against the flexibility of Change
Theory). One of these was Shào Tóngzhēn who,
in a book published in 1897, more rigidly assigned
the organs to the eight trigrams. From this time
onward, doctors also began creating different types
of calculations or microsystems using the eight
trigrams or the sixty-four hexagrams³. For them, the
Yī Jīng provided specific techniques instead of an
overarching way of viewing the universe and the
body. In other words, Change Theory was no longer
used as the operating system of medicine; instead it
was made into a bunch of apps.

Change Theory is a part of medicine, but (in my
opinion) it should be a flexible framework that is the
foundation for every aspect of our practice. To try
to rigidly associate every trigram or each hexagram
with one specific thing is to lose the concepts of
flexibility, change, image, etc. that are essential to
Change Theory.

WHY SHOULD A DOCTOR STUDY YÌ JĪNG?

In Volume 1 of Qiān Jīn Fāng, Sūn Sīmiǎo wrote
that someone who wants to be a Great Physician⁴
must first study all the important medical books.
Then he must study a lot of topics that are called
‘metaphysics’ today, including the Yì Jīng. If not,
Sūn said, it would be “like wandering at night without
eyes, moving about until you fall down.”
Sūn went on to tell us that we need to study history
and philosophy (such as Lǎozǐ and Zhuāngzǐ). Only
if we study all these things comprehensively can we

³ To be fair, this type of calculation to arrive at a
specific treatment is not a new idea. A few systems of
chronoacupuncture using the eight trigrams were developed
during the Yuán and early Míng dynasties. The difference
is that in later times, using calculations, microsystems, and
other rigid ways of associating the trigrams and hexagrams
with specific things became the primary approach to
incorporating Yì Jīng into medicine.
⁴ Great Physician (太醫 tài yī): This was actually a job title for
a palace doctor or imperial physician. Sūn may have been
using it to mean someone at that level of skill, whether or not
they work in the palace.
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achieve the highest level of skill. So while Yì Jīng
was one of the things Sūn listed, he wanted us to
study a lot more broadly.
During the Míng dynasty Zhāng Jièbīn and Sūn
Yīkuí wrote essays on the relationship of Yì Jīng and
medicine. They both paraphrased Sūn Sīmiǎo as
saying, “Someone who doesn’t know the Changes
is inadequate to be called a Great Physician.” Sūn
Sīmiǎo never exactly said that; the Yì Jīng was listed
among the items a Great Physician should study.
Nevertheless, later people frequently attributed this
sentence to Sūn Sīmiǎo.

In any case, Zhāng Jièbīn was one of the most
famous and prolific Míng dynasty scholar-physicians.
He wrote passionately about the importance of
Change Theory for medicine - he felt this knowledge
is essential for our ability to practice skillfully. In my
opinion, if brilliant doctors such as Sūn Sīmiǎo and
Zhāng Jièbīn felt that Change Theory is important
for our understanding of the medicine, that is enough
endorsement for me. Let's get out the book and start
playing with it!
Because people were starting to disconnect Change
Theory from the practice of medicine, Zhāng Jièbīn
wrote his famous essay on Medicine and the
Changes. In it, there are many wonderful statements.
Here are a few short ones:

醫者易也。張介賓《類經附
翼·醫易》
"Medicine is Yì Jīng (the
Change Classic)." or
"Medicine is Change." or
"Medicine is Change
Theory.” ⁵
⁵ This sentence follows an ancient Chinese literary device in
which one word is defined with another that is pronounced
the same or almost the same. This sentence is pronounced
“Yī zhě yì yě,” or yī (medicine) means yì (change). While
the tones are different, medicine (yī) and change (yì) have
almost the same pronunciation.

The meaning is clear - medicine cannot exist without
Change Theory. A doctor needs Change Theory
in order to have an adequate understanding of
medicine. In the same essay, Zhāng Jièbīn stated
that:

醫易同原。張介賓《類經附
翼·醫易》
“Medicine and the Changes
have the same source.”
Both Change Theory and medicine are rooted in yīnyáng theory. While yīn-yáng may be the first thing we
learn in school, nothing goes beyond it. If someone
feels that more complicated ideas are better and
they no longer need to contemplate yīn-yáng, that
person has lost the root. A good doctor is continually
amazed at the profundity of yīn-yáng theory. And to
understand the myriad transformations of yīn and
yáng, the Yì Jīng is the best guide.

雖陰陽已備於《內經》，而變
化莫大乎《周易》。張介賓《
類經附翼·醫易》
“Although Nèi Jīng already
possesses yīn-yáng, nothing
is better for [understanding
its] mutations and
transformations than the
Zhōu Yì.” Zhāng Jièbīn
In other words, yes our medical books cover yīnyáng theory, but if you want to deeply understand
how yīn and yáng interact and go through their
cycles, study of Change Theory is essential.
Sūn Yīkuí wrote in his essay called Discussion on
Someone Who Does Not Know the Changes is
Inadequate to Be Called a Great Physician:

深於《易》者，必善於醫。精

於醫者，必由通於《易》。孫
一奎 《醫旨緒餘》
“Someone who is deeply
immersed in the Changes
will be good in medicine;
someone who is proficient
in medicine will get there
through understanding the
Changes.”
HOW DO WE APPLY YÌ JĪNG TO MEDICINE?
There is an interesting sentence in Xì Cí Zhuàn
(Appended Sentences Commentary):

形而上者谓之道，形而下者谓
之器。《易經·系辞·上傳》
“Prior to form is called Dào;
subsequent to form is called
vessel.” or
“What is above form is
called Dào; what is below
form is called vessel.”
This is a little hard to translate and explain, but I will
try, based on what I have learned from my teachers
and from the texts. The phrase prior to form is related
to the term formless (无形). Therefore, it is closer
to the Dào, which cannot be named or described in
words, according to the Dào Dé Jīng. As for Change
Theory, prior to form refers to the big picture, the
theoretical framework, an understanding of how
change works in the world around us.
Before studying the Changes, many feel the world is
inherently solid and stable. When change happens,
we resist it, perceiving change as stressful or
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dangerous. When we fall ill, we struggle against
the disease. According to Change Theory, our lives
will have periods of relative health and disease,
but struggling against disease will only increase its
severity. Rather, we should understand that each
thing has its seasons and proper environment.
Plants don't bear fruit all year long. If we tend to our
lives according to the appropriate timing and adjust
the environment to make it more harmonious, we
can bear more sweet fruit more of the time, and
our winters will not be so bitter nor so long. This
is not to say we cannot treat disease. But if we do
not understand timing, and our relationship to the
big tài jí of heaven and earth and our immediate
environment, we will be swimming upstream.

Beyond this, a deep understanding of the yīn
and yáng lines, the eight trigrams, the sixty-four
hexagrams, and their fluctuations and interactions
with each other can guide us in our lives, even if
we never use any specific technique, even if we
never divine (ask the Yì Jīng a question). Once we
understand the operating system of the universe, life
becomes easier, health is more secure, changes in
health can be taken in stride, and treatment is easily
adapted for the circumstances.

以小道視醫，以卜筮視《易》
者，亦蠡測之識，窺豹之觀
也，惡足以語此。孫一奎 《
醫旨緒餘》
“Someone who sees medicine
as a small dào or sees the
Changes as divination with
yarrow stalks has the same
level of insight of one who
measures [the ocean] with a
calabash or sees a leopard
through a tube [and then
believes him to have one
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spot].⁶ How is he at a high
enough level to speak of
this?!” Sūn Yīkuí
“Subsequent to form is called vessel”: A vessel
is in the world of form (有形). It is substantial and
concrete. In Change Theory, this means using
concrete methods in divination, such as casting coins
or sticks while asking specific questions in order to
receive an answer. In medicine, it applies to specific
techniques: trigram-based microsystems like navel
acupuncture⁷, chronoacupuncture methods such as
líng guī bā fǎ⁸, medical fortune telling⁹, and so forth.

Most Westerners (and probably a good portion of
Asians who play with Yì Jīng) only know about the
subsequent-to-form techniques because they seem
more practical. Who wouldn't want to bypass the
complexities of diagnosis by throwing some coins,
or hear predictions for their own prognosis, or use a
technique that selects the right acu-moxa point with
certainty?
Playing with subsequent-to-form aspects of Yì Jīng
is not bad or wrong, but we should know that it is
not the highest level. Nevertheless, I encourage it
as long as people realize there are deeper aspects,
because it is a way to begin to play with the Yì Jīng
and become more familiar with it. Over time, one’s
⁶ One who measures with a calabash or sees a leopard
through a tube: These are the first lines of two Chinese
sayings. The reader of the time would know the stories
being referenced and the intended meaning – not only
being inadequate for a task, but also being unaware of the
inadequacy.
⁷ 臍針 Navel acupuncture is a system where the postheaven arrangement of the eight trigrams is placed over the
umbilicus. The rim of the umbilicus is needled horizontally in
the direction of the trigram that is to be influenced, based on
the medical correspondences of the trigram.
⁸ 靈龜八法 líng guī bā fǎ is a method of selecting open points
by the current time. In this system, the eight confluence
points of the eight extraordinary vessels are associated with
the eight trigrams.
⁹ For example, Miki Shima's book, The Medical I Ching:
Oracle of the Healer Within, published by Blue Poppy Press
in 1992. This book provides medical interpretations for all
sixty-four hexagrams and recommends using coins or dice
to inquire about a patient’s condition.

understanding deepens and prior-to-form thinking
starts to make more sense.

There is a common but unattributed saying in
Chinese:

知易者不占，善易者不卜。
“Someone who is knows
Yì Jīng doesn’t need to
prognosticate; someone who
is good at Yì Jīng doesn’t
need to divine.”

Someone who has grasped Change Theory
understands the flow of the universe (prior to form,
Dào) and doesn’t need to use specific techniques
(subsequent to form, vessel). This includes medical
Change Theory.

CONCLUSION

Chinese medicine is philosophical in nature. As part
of their education, scholar-physicians of the past
would study all the classical books, including the Yì
Jīng. They would view the world through Change
Theory and apply Change Theory in their practice
of medicine. If we are to understand the profundity
of this medicine, study of the Changes will certainly
take us to a deeper level. As Táng Zōnghǎi said in Yī
Yì Tōng Shuō (A Clear Explanation of Medicine and
Change Theory):

余每談醫，輒引《易》義，聽
者多河漢其言。不知人身臟
腑，本於天地陰陽，而發明天
地陰陽者，莫備於《易》。

Diagram of the Tài Jí, Two Modes, Four
Images, and Eight Guà matched to the Five
Zàng and the Entire Body” from Yī Yì Yī Lǐ
(Medicine and Changes are One Principle)
by Shào Tóngzhēn, published in 1897 (late
Qīng dynasty).

Every time I talk about
medicine, I always call
attention to the significance
of the Changes. Many
times, those who hear
me take it as empty talk.
They are unaware that
the human body and its
organs are rooted in heaven
and earth, yīn and yáng,
and that nothing is more
comprehensive for explaining
heaven and earth, yīn and
yáng than the Changes.
- Lorraine Wilcox
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Yī Guàn (Being Well-Versed in Medicine) 趙獻可《醫
貫》 by Zhào Xiànkě, early Qīng dynasty. This book
developed mìng mén theory as we know it today.
Yè Tiānshì 葉天士 (Qīng dynasty) authored a few books
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You Reap
What You Sow
Christine Lang, R.TCM.P

What a summer! Much of Canada experienced
warmer, drier conditions than normal this past year
thanks to El Niño, a weather pattern I was abruptly
introduced to after moving to Orange County,
California in the autumn of 1997.

winter weather’ which ‘will predominate over parts of
the Rockies, Prairies, Great Lakes, Ontario, Quebec
and the Maritime Provinces’. British Columbia
friends, be prepared for frequent visits as you are
projected to have a milder than usual winter.

This Yin phase of the cycle traditionally results in
a cooler, snowier winter in Canada as witnessed
in 2007/2008 that saw record-breaking snowfall in
Eastern Canada. While modern weather tracking
systems indicate La Niña may be weakening, the
Farmer’s Almanac is encouraging Canadians to be
prepared for doozey of a winter. It indicates we are
in for ‘exceptionally cold – if not down right frigid

One can’t help but to observe
the similarities between the
El Niño cycle and Yin Yang
theory.

El Niño, or little boy (and counterpart La Niña/little girl)
is a climate cycle in the equatorial Pacific that typically
lasts 9-12 months that affects not only sea surface
temperatures but also weather patterns around the
world. This warm but not so little boy broke records
that season with wild fires and massive flooding that
cost the state of California over $1 billion dollars in
damages. And while this past year’s El Niño had a
significant impact on Canada, the cooling, La Niña
phase is currently stalled in the Pacific.

As one of the oldest sources of consecutively
published, long-range weather forecasts, the
Almanac uses the same specific, reliable set of rules
(now a mathematical and astronomical formula)
that were developed in 1818. And while the formula
is a closely guarded secret that is said to include
tracking sun spot activity, tidal activity of the Moon
and position of the plants, the ancient Chinese have
been reading the stars and observing patterns for
millennia.
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The time has come to begin preparations for the
long, cold days of winter we all know are coming
and just as a plant’s energy retreats toward its roots,
our energy moves toward our core. It doesn’t matter
whether we listen to the farmers who say brace
for a frigid winter or ancient Chinese concepts that
espouse living in harmony with our environment,
aligning ourselves with seasonal cycles is integral
to health. We don’t have much choice but to pay
attention to our weather in Canada as we gear up
accordingly so why not eat to align ourselves with
the seasonal changes that are inevitable?

This meal not only incorporates several warming
ingredients, it utilizes a low and slow method of
cooking which further emphasizes its Yang tonic
properties. Lamb is sweet and warm in nature, which
can help strengthen our internal Yang as outside
temperatures start to dip. A great dish for those that
may have generalized weakness and low back pain
however; those that tend toward a hot constitution
should exercise restraint when consuming food that
is warm in nature.

and a little Asiago cheese in the polenta fills that role
nicely. The addition of thyme and rosemary round
out this cool weather meal, as they are known to
ease dry cough and headaches respectively, which
are common ailments as temperatures drop.
For Canadians during the winter months it’s crucial
to keep moving during the colder months. The lakes
may freeze over but fast moving rivers won’t and
where there is movement, there’s life. So rather
than fighting the seasonal wave of change, embrace
the process. As Bruce Lee advises ‘Empty your
mind – be formless and shapeless like water. If you
put water in the cup, it becomes the cup. You put
water in the bottle, it becomes the bottle. You put it
in a teapot, it becomes the teapot. Water can flow or
it can crash. Be water my friends.’ Learn to flow and
adapt to the changes of life and it suddenly becomes
much easier to navigate.
- Christine Lang

Wine is a great addition to cooking during the cooler
months, as it is known to promote blood circulation
and expel cold energy from the body. Mulled wine
after skiing anyone? Garlic is pungent in nature,
warms the stomach and spleen and promotes
energy circulation and I am sure we can all agree
its TCM 101 that free, unimpeded Qi and Blood is a
good thing.
Polenta, which is made from corn is neutral and
sweet and considered a stomach tonic. It is
always important to ensure the digestive system
is functioning effectively, even more so during the
fall months in preparation for those heavier meals
of winter yet to come. As autumn is the season of
dryness, its important nourish the Yin of the body
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Red Wine Braised
Lamb Shanks
with Thyme and
Rosemary

Adapted from S. Hodge’s recipe Rosemary Braised
Lamb Shanks on Allrecipes.com

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 lamb shanks
Salt and pepper to taste
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 onion, chopped
2 carrots, cut into 1/4 inch rounds
4-5 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 (750 milliliter) bottle red wine
1/2 (28 ounce) can whole peeled tomatoes with
juice
6 cups chicken stock (preferably homemade)
2-3 teaspoons chopped fresh rosemary
1-2 teaspoons chopped fresh thyme

Preparation

1. Sprinkle shanks with salt and pepper.

2. Heat oil in heavy large pot over medium-high
heat.
3. Cook shanks until browned on all sides, 5-6
minutes. Transfer shanks to plate.

4. Sauté onions, carrots and garlic until golden
brown, about 10 minutes.
5. Stir in wine, tomatoes, chicken broth and beef
broth. Season with rosemary and thyme.

6. Return shanks to pot, pressing down to submerge.
Bring to a boil then reduce heat to medium-low

7. Cover, and simmer until meat is tender, about 2
hours.

8. Remove cover from pot. Simmer about 20
minutes longer.

9. Transfer shanks to platter, place in a warm oven.
10. Boil juices in pot until thickened, about 15
minutes. Spoon over shanks.
If sauce is too runny you can thicken with cornstarch
slurry.

CLICK ABOVE: To visit the Medicinal Roots Magazine Youtube channel, where you'll find a cooking
tutorial and tips, provided by Christine Lang.
MRM YouTube Chanel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChp-K2utdUaQnjAzVWSg6Ng
Fall 2016 Recipe Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cf1P-uDs2bI
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Creamy Polenta

Adapted from Chef John – How to make creamy
polenta on allrecipes.com

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

4 cups water (2 cups water 2 cups homemade
chicken stock)
1 teaspoon fine salt
1 cup polenta

3 tablespoons butter, divided

1/2 cup freshly grated Asiago cheese (more for
garnish)

Preparation

1. Bring water and salt to a boil in a large saucepan;
pour polenta slowly into boiling water, whisking
constantly until all polenta is stirred in and there
are no lumps.

2. Reduce heat to low and simmer, whisking often,
until polenta starts to thicken, about 5 minutes.
Polenta mixture should still be slightly looseCover
and cook for 30 minutes, whisking every 5 to 6
minutes.
3. When polenta is too thick to whisk, stir with a
wooden spoon. Polenta is done when texture is
creamy and the individual grains are tender.Turn
off heat and gently stir 2 tablespoons butter into
polenta until butter partially melts; mix 1/2 cup
cheese into polenta until it has melted.
4. Cover and let stand 5 minutes to thicken; stir
and taste for salt before transferring to a serving
bowl. Top polenta with remaining 1 tablespoon
butter and about 1 tablespoon freshly grated
cheese for garnish is desired.
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Reflections on
Dr. Richard Tehfu Tan
...one year later, from one of his first graduated disciples

Sonia F. Tan, BA, BA(H), DTCM Dip., DAOM, R.Ac., R.TCM.P.
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Picture this. You are

in a large room of 100plus colleagues and at
the front, on a stage, is a
short Chinese man with
grey and white hair, a
coarse voice, expressive
energy and humour.

You smile with enjoyment. You've already heard
from many great teachers thus far, but this one is
especially fun. There’s more: He then blows you
away with the explanation of the use of acupuncture
and its connection to the Yi Jing (I Ching), a topic
you have studied before in your bachelor’s degree!
You decide to sit in his afternoon session. Further
blowing your mind, he does a “dog and pony show”
of how to treat pain with a distal balancing approach.

You decide to take a full weekend course. Your mind
hurts from the conceptual change from the way
you were taught in the contemporary TCM schools.
You want to do as he says, integrate it into your
practice for at least two weeks. Trouble is, you’re
still a student, so you have to put all that information
into your pocket to pull out later, after your licensing
exams and start of your practice.
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That was me in 2004, when I first met my Shifu, Dr.
Richard Tehfu Tan. I say Shifu with permission—
while also a respectful way to address your teacher,
as per tradition, the teacher also would choose who
he/she would like as a student. In the case of Dr.
Richard Tehfu Tan, he stated at a small group dinner
I was attending, that he actually only wanted his
regular and senior students to address him as this.
I had been following him around North America for
nine years, in small senior classes on “The Three
Essentials”, one of his most advanced classes, and
so I felt a closeness and appreciation for him like a
grandfather. One day he told me that he was ok with
me calling him Shifu—and so I felt equally honoured.
Once I was licensed in 2006 and began to pull the
Balance Method out of my pocket, I was thrilled by
its efficacy, and kept diving in deeper with more
courses and more practice.
I love TCM and the 8 principles method, and I love
the Balance Method’s effectiveness even more.

Meeting and deeply learning from Shifu was an
extraordinary journey. Not only because of the
incredible depths of learning in the Balance Method
and Ba Zi, but also because of the opportunity to
know the human side of Shifu—his charisma, hopes
and dreams, accomplishments and disappointments,
strengths and faults, laughter and passion, and love
for karaoke and Latin dancing.

Surely he must have done some secret Qi Gong
trick to prevent a hangover!

The desire to speak to you straight, down to earth,
and to the point was one of the appeals of continuing
to learn from Shifu—he was real and entertaining.
Not afraid to say the occasional (or not so occasional)
expression of disgust in his classes (which always
made for a good laugh), he would also always make
sure to keep you laughing at the end of his class
with a joke (good or bad depending on your tastes!).
The senior students would get to know his jokes and
either groan or smile!

Beyond the classroom, celebrating and socializing
was always a part of him. The most special
celebration was his 60th birthday party in Las
Vegas. Not just one, but two parties there! Think
ranch, band, dancing, good food, fire show, then the
next night, a formal dinner and ceremony for his Ba
Zi, and Gold and Silver level certified practitioners
(myself included in the Ba Zi, and later Gold level),
with more dancing and good times!

Dr. Richard Tehfu Tan was an extraordinary man.
While not without his faults, like all of us, Shifu
genuinely wanted to help acupuncturists become
better, more efficient, and have strong practices with
better patient healing outcomes.

Shifu laughed, cried, joked,
got angry, kept quiet,
smiled, and always enjoyed
a good martini.
One of my fondest memories was when the group
of us senior students met in Chicago for this Three
Essentials Level III (Ba Zi-Chinese Astrology). After
class, we went downtown for some Latin food and
dancing. We danced, laughed, and laughed some
more until the wee hours of the morning. We were
impressed that while we dragged our feet to class
the next morning, Shifu bounced into the classroom.
PHOTO: Sonia Tan
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When I began to bring him to Vancouver to teach,
I knew in my heart that his teaching days would
sometime end. I was thrilled he agreed because
of our relationship, and thrilled to solely host him
in February 2015. Little did I know at the time, that
that would be the last time I saw him. In September
of 2015, when he could not make it last minute
before the Advanced Track series, I was fearful in
my heart, that there may not be another time. The
sadness with the passing of Shifu is not just loss of a
great teacher, but also that fact that he had so much
left in him to give and teach. There are so many
more things I could say about him, his teachings,
and his significance, however there simply is not
enough paper or time. I will close by saying this:
Dr. Richard Tehfu Tan refined the Balance Method
into a systematic and logical system allowing for
the understanding and application of it in practice.
His significant contribution to the acupuncture
community was in popularizing this method via his
systematic and charismatic teaching style. The only
way we can keep this method alive is to continue
learning the method, using the method, and ensuring
appropriate people keep teaching it.

Remember that with all
things, we all see further
because of the Giants that
stood before us.
Rest in peace Shifu.

- Sonia F. Tan
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and is the Co-Founder and Co-Director
of the BC Sport Acupuncture Association
(BCSAA). Sonia is also a Certified Gold
Level practitioner of the late Dr. Richard
Tehfu Tan and the Balance Method of
Acupuncture. Following in the footsteps
of her grandfather, Sonia is immersed in
all aspects of Chinese Metaphysics, and
thoroughly enjoys educating and inspiring
about all things Acupuncture and TCM!
Websites: www.RedTreeWellness.ca
www.PhoenixSpiritConsulting.com
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REGISTER NOW FOR COMS 

ALL HEALTH PROBLEMS

ARE LIFE’S WAY OF
CALLING FOR HELP!
COMS  is all about FLOW: Facilitating
Life, Optimizing Wellness and your role as a
health practitioner in responding to the call
for help.
This year, to help you heed the call,
strengthen your knowledge base and expand
your TCM toolkit, we have assembled a
stellar lineup of speakers including Stephen
Birch, Lillian Bridges, Jake Fratkin, Holly
Guzman, Whitﬁeld Reaves, and more!

MARCH , 

LIVE IN VANCOUVER, BC

Join us at the  th annual Canadian Oriental
Medical Symposium March  th,  in
Vancouver, Canada for the most energetic,
dynamic and fun professional TCM and
holistic wellness event in Canada.
Daily Prizes / Morning Qi Gong / Earn CEU Credits on-site

REGISTER NOW AT:

comsvancouver.com
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World class speakers
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